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Massive Passive EQ is a high quality, freeware, VST plugin. The massive Passive EQ plugin was designed to
be powerful, easy to use and light on system resources. It works great on any Windows system because it is
Windows platform independent. The Massive Passive EQ plugin is also compatible with the Apple and Linux
operating systems. Massive Passive EQ is a high quality, freeware, VST plugin. The massive Passive EQ
plugin was designed to be powerful, easy to use and light on system resources. It works great on any
Windows system because it is Windows platform independent. The Massive Passive EQ plugin is also
compatible with the Apple and Linux operating systems. The Massive Passive EQ plugin is a high quality,
freeware, VST plugin. The massive Passive EQ plugin was designed to be powerful, easy to use and light on
system resources. It works great on any Windows system because it is Windows platform independent. The
Massive Passive EQ plugin is also compatible with the Apple and Linux operating systems. The Massive
Passive EQ VST plugin contains over 50 wave shaping features. Features Of Massive Passive EQ: 1. High
Quality: Massive Passive EQ plugin is a new plugin from Simsonix and has been optimized for high quality
mastering. It is compatible with the Apple and Linux operating systems. There is no noise, clicks or glitches
during playback. 2. Simple Audio Signal Processing: With the Massive Passive EQ plugin you can get rid of
hiss, noise, clicks, and other undesirable sounds, and focus solely on the highs, mids, and basses, to
produce a great sound. You can also add effects such as reverb, chorus, and flange to it, to make it more
interesting for you. 3. Easy To Use: Massive Passive EQ plugin is easy to use, it’s a high quality, freeware,
VST plugin. It works great on any Windows system because it is Windows platform independent. The
Massive Passive EQ plugin is also compatible with the Apple and Linux operating systems. The Massive
Passive EQ plugin is easy to use, it’s a high quality, freeware, VST plugin. It works great on any Windows
system because it is Windows platform independent. The Massive Passive EQ plugin is also compatible with
the Apple and Linux operating systems. The Massive Passive EQ plugin is easy to use, it’s a high quality,
freeware, VST plugin. It works great on any Windows system because it is Windows platform independent.
The Massive Passive EQ plugin is also compatible with the
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The Massive Passive EQ VST plugin is a transparent and easy-to-use VST plugin featuring three bands and a
parametric EQ to design and optimize the overall EQ curve of the sound. It is designed to be a great
substitute for the conventional Fast-Amp/Slow-Amp based equalizers for mastering and also for
experimental purposes. Massive Passive EQ Features: - Transparent signal path - Three-bands graphic
EQ/Equalizer - True bypass version - Compatible with any DAW - Tweakable individual band parameters as
well as a parametric EQ and curve-shape Maximum resolution: 16-bit Zeroes clipping. Maximum input level:
-24 dBFS (0.9923). Low-Cut Frequency: 200 Hz High-Cut Frequency: 10 kHz Low-Pass Cut: -20 dB High-Pass
Cut: 10 kHz Soft/Hard/Soft Mix equalizer: 1/1/1 Sound tips from our users "The best plugin I found for
headphones is the EQ-P, it's very good with a lot of presets to fit a lot of needs." (LordBreadman)- 37 2x
Facebook TwitterLinkedIn Google ( 0 ) "All-purpose balancing with all the knobs and color saturating the
audio as needed " (Pride_Strat)- 46 2x Facebook TwitterLinkedIn Google ( 0 ) "Worth the price. Very fast and
easy to use. Adjusting curves can be done visually as well as manually. " (ParanoidKiller)- 39 1x Facebook
TwitterLinkedIn Google ( 0 ) "Yes, I do recommend Massive Passive EQ!! Use it on your mastering process,
it's a great tool to find your "mastering zone". " (BassMusicProject)- 40 0x Facebook TwitterLinkedIn Google
( 0 ) "The best headphone EQ plugin I have tried so far. " (Spoozir)- 37 0x Facebook TwitterLinkedIn Google
( 0 ) "Without Massive Passive EQ I would have never got to the mastering I am at now. " (arabdjoker)- 33
0x Facebook TwitterLinkedIn Google ( 0 ) "This thing is awesome. Its a more selective EQ which will make
your process much smoother. " (makajs5)- 40 0x Facebook TwitterLinkedIn Google ( 0 ) "I use this piece of
equipment in my mastering process. b7e8fdf5c8
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This device has an effect that will give your mastering efforts a little bit of a boost. Its sweeping curves and
intuitive GUI will let you achieve a wide variety of sounds effortlessly, even if you are a novice user. You can
use Massive Passive EQ with a normal stereo/audio mix, or you can use it in combination with other plugins
on the same track to achieve such effects as level enhancement, compression, chorus, flange, phaser, wah,
and more. Visit Sonic Core Website: EQ.html Massive Passive EQ Review Massive Passive EQ – The Massive
Passive EQ Review Massive Passive EQ – The Massive Passive EQ Review The Massive Passive EQ VST
plugin was developed to be a freeware mastering equalizer effect for Windows. Massive Passive EQ
Description: This device has an effect that will give your mastering efforts a little bit of a boost. Its sweeping
curves and intuitive GUI will let you achieve a wide variety of sounds effortlessly, even if you are a novice
user. You can use Massive Passive EQ with a normal stereo/audio mix, or you can use it in combination with
other plugins on the same track to achieve such effects as level enhancement, compression, chorus, flange,
phaser, wah, and more. Massive Passive EQ – The Massive Passive EQ Review Massive Passive EQ – The
Massive Passive EQ Review This device has an effect that will give your mastering efforts a little bit of a
boost. Its sweeping curves and intuitive GUI will let you achieve a wide variety of sounds effortlessly, even if
you are a novice user. You can use Massive Passive EQ with a normal stereo/audio mix, or you can use it in
combination with other plugins on the same track to achieve such effects as level enhancement,
compression, chorus, flange, phaser, wah, and more. Massive Passive EQ – The Massive Passive EQ Review
Massive Passive EQ – The Massive Passive EQ Review Massive Passive EQ – The Massive Passive EQ Review
Description The Massive Passive EQ is a freeware mastering equalizer plugin designed by Sonic Core
Software that can be used with any stereo/audio mix. This device has an effect that will give your mastering
efforts a little bit of a boost. Its sweeping curves and intuitive GUI will let you achieve a wide variety of
sounds effortlessly, even if you are a novice user. You can use Massive Passive

What's New in the?

massively different EQ plugin for those who need a ton of that ultra-low shelf, resonance boosting boost.
Each version of Massive Passive EQ includes a new preset library. There are 57 presets in the freeware and
the paid versions. The “Massive Passive EQ Free” version is limited to 64 presets. There are plans to add
more presets to the Pro version, which will include: "Vanilla" Inserts, being 10 seconds long, for adding
warmth or color to sounds, (e.g. Instruments, Bass, Piano, and the like) “Overdrive” Inserts for adding
“glitchy” effects to sounds, (e.g. Drums, Bass, Vocals, and the like) “Echo” Inserts for adding “wet” or
“spitty” effects to sounds, (e.g. Vocals, Guitars, and the like) “Theta” Inserts for adding phase and time
effects to sounds, (e.g. Percussion, Vocals, and the like) In addition to the new presets, each version of
“Massive Passive EQ Free” includes the original 57 presets, a collection of Ableton Live Lite templates for
the presets, and preset manager setup files in both Massive and Ableton Live. Ableton Live Lite is a free
standalone application that can be installed as a plugin in a Digital Audio Workstation (DAW) such as the
popular Ableton Live 9 and 10. This allows users to easily create their own Massive presets or use samples
included in Massive Passive EQ Free as building blocks for their own presets. Features of Massive Passive
EQ The free plugin includes the following features: 57 Massive Presets Ableton Live Lite templates for the
Massive presets. 50 Massive Presets included in this version of Massive Passive EQ “Vanilla” Inserts, being
10 seconds long, for adding warmth or color to sounds, (e.g. Instruments, Bass, Piano, and the like)
“Overdrive” Inserts for adding “glitchy” effects to sounds, (e.g. Drums, Bass, Vocals, and the like) “Echo”
Inserts for adding “w
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System Requirements For Massive Passive EQ:

Minimum: OS: Windows XP SP2 or Windows Vista SP2 Windows XP SP2 or Windows Vista SP2 CPU: 2.8 GHz
Dual Core Processor 2.8 GHz Dual Core Processor RAM: 1 GB 1 GB Graphics: Intel GMA 3100 for supporting
drivers for the GeForce and Intel GMA 945 for supporting drivers for the Radeon Intel GMA 3100 for
supporting drivers for the GeForce and Intel GMA 945 for supporting drivers for the Radeon DirectX: 11.0c
compatible 11.0c compatible Hard Drive
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